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GAS COLLECTOR /CATCHER SYSTEM
Gas Collector CE-SSGC-03
The Gas Collector CE-SSGC-03 is designed out of acrylic with a metal frame which can sit on top of or
be attached to a structure where there is a visual, frequent or regular amount of gas or oil escaping or
naturally venting from the seabed. The Collector is designed to catch approximately 1.5 litres of gas or
liquid. The rest can naturally escape leaving a minimum of 1.5 litres in its Top Hat. Due to the passive
design, the Gas Collector can be left for days, weeks or months. It will catch the smallest amount of
gas. The sample can be collected by a Diver or an ROV. As the gas rises, it reaches the top of the
Collector and forces the seawater out until it has reached full capacity then it allows the remainder of
the gas to escape so you always have even the smallest amount of gas that is being released captured
and stored until you want to bring it to the surface for sampling. The Gas Collector is compact and can
sit on a structure without any additional weight. The complete Unit measures 50cm x 50cm x 30cm
high. There is a central hole which measures 21cm where the gas can enter and at 160mm from the
bottom there is a 50mm diameter hole for the Catcher to enter. The Gas Collector has a depth rating of
1M MSW to full ocean depth.
Gas Catcher 4CE4CK30 Valve
The process of catching the gas/oil either by ROV or a Diver is straight forward and simple in its
concept.
The ROV would normally be fitted with a Gas Catcher System 4CE4CK30 Valve consisting of
4CE4CK30 Valve and the associated nozzle to each of the manipulators on the ROV. These Valves are
hydraulically controlled from the ROV Control Panel. (The 4CE4CK30 Valve requires hydraulic
pressure to be present in order to open the Valve (momentary) and once the pressure is released the
4CE4CK30 Valve will close).
Each Valve would have its own control allocated along with a Sample Cylinder. The Sample Cylinder
is connected as near as possible to the 4CE4CK30 Valve as well as the collecting nozzle with the
shortest nylon hose. There is approximately 300mm Stainless Steel Pipe which acts as a nozzle to
collect oil/gas on the end of the nylon hose.

Interconnect
3
The 4CE4CK30 Valve has three ports:
2
Port 1 IN:

connects directly to the Collecting Nozzle
on the end of port side manipulator.
Port 2 OUT : connects directly to the Sample Cylinder.
Port 3 CONTROL: connects directly to ROV control line.
1
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There are 10 x Sample Cylinders supplied with the System marked CE-SC01 – CE-SC09.
Each Cylinder has its own certification and Sample Cylinder Return Sheet. The Sample Cylinder
Return Sheet must be filled on site as soon as a sample has been taken and a title must be recorded on
the PC along with all the outstanding detail.
At the other end of the Gas Catcher there is a sample Cylinder CE-SC01 connected which is normally
cleaned and drawn vacuum to 0.05mBar which will hold 1 litre of oil/gas.
(See pictures attached for Interconnect).
Taking a Sample
The ROV will fly in guided by a Twin Lazer LAZER-CE01 which consists of two red laser beams.
When the beams merge in to a single point this indicates that the ROV is 1M away from the Collector.
The ROV Operator then guides the nozzle into the collecting hole (see attached Data Sheet on the
Lazer). The two beams are pointed at the collecting entry point.
The ROV would approach a pre-installed Collector. The Camera will show the amount of oil/gas in the
Collector. If there is enough gas there will be a clear void at the top of the Collector thus indicating gas.
However, if there is oil, the top part of the Collector will have a black ring. In order to collect, the ROV
extends its manipulator so that the 300mm Stainless Steel Nozzle extruding from the claw would be
guided through a 50mm hole in to the Gas Collector right to the top. Then the Operator holds position
and operates the appropriate 4CE4CK30 Valve (open) for no more than 3-5 seconds and will see the
oil/gas being replaced by sea water. The Valve is then closed. The gas has been collected and the
Sample Cylinder is full. This procedure is repeated for the next sample as there will be two Sampling
Cylinders connected; one to each Manipulator.
Recovering the Sample Cylinder CE-SC01
Once the ROV comes to the surface the ROV Operator closes off the needle valve on the Sample
Cylinder by rotating the knob fully clockwise and then he operates the Gas Catcher to open so that the
water from the interconnecting pipe is released. He then closes off the Gas Catcher holding the joystick
down to the closed position for approximately 3 - 5 seconds making sure it is fully closed. Then he
detaches the sampling Cylinder from the interconnecting pipe and places an end cap on the Cylinder so
that no foreign particles can enter in to the valve. He releases wing screw nuts, opens the clamps,
places the Cylinder in the Pelicase provided along with completed Sample Cylinder Returns Sheet.
Installing New Sample Cylinder
Both ends of the Cylinder are identical and have needle valves fitted along with plugs. The Cylinder is
placed in the two halfcoupler clamps and secured. Check that both Valves are fully tightened (closed
off). (If any of the valves have been tampered with or left open, this sample Cylinder may not be
usable. If this is the case you may need to replace this with a different one). If, however, the valves are
fully closed then go ahead and install the Cylinder. Remove the plug from the nearest end to the
Catcher and keep in a safe place for re-using when sending the Cylinder back. Making sure that the Gas
Catcher is in the closed position, reconnect the hose to the needle valve, open the needle valve to 90%
open. Installation of the new Sample Cylinder is complete and ready to take sample.
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Equipment List that makes up Gas Collector/Catcher System
2 off Gas Catcher 4CE4CK30 Valve
Serial No CE13-0921180, CE13-0921182
4 off Quick Release Sample Bottle Clamps CE-VDLPCS9A
Serial No CE13-0921185, CE13-0921186, CE13-0921187, CE13-0921188
2 off

1M Hydraulic Hose fitted with ¼” NO4JIC Female at each end
Serial No CE13-0921190, CE13-0921191

2 off

1.5M Hydraulic Hose fitted with ¼” NO4JIC Female at each end
Serial No CE13-0921192, CE13-0921193

1 off

Kit containing :
4 off 3/8” x ¼” OD Tube End Reducer 316SS
1 off 10M ¼” OD Medium Nylon Tube ANI/170-NATURAL
6 off ¼” OD Front Ferrell Sets 316SS

1 off

Gas Collector CE-SSGC-03
Serial No CE13-0921196

3 off

Collecting Nozzles

1 off

Operating Manual incorporating Certificate of Conformity

10 off Sampling Cylinders
Cylinders are being cleaned and re-pressure tested.
Serial No
CE-SC01, CE-SC02, CE-SC03, CE-SC04, CE-SC05, CE-SC06, CE-SC07,
CE-SC08, CE-SC09, CE-SC10
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Gas Collector CE-SSGC-03

50cm x 50cm x 32cm high 25kg

GAS SAMPLE CYLINDERS IN STORM CASES ALONG WITH TEST CERTS AND ALL OTHER
PAPERWORK TO BE KEPT WITH CYLINDERS AT ALL TIMES.
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SAMPLE CYLINDER RETURNS SHEET

Each Cylinder must be accompanied by a Location Sheet and all sections are required to be filled in
using block letters and a copy must be held in the Operating Manual with this System.

Sample Cylinder Number

………………………………………….

Date of Sample Collected

…………………………………………

Date of Collector Positioned …………………………………………

Depth

…………………………………………

Location Name

…………………………………………

Approximate Gas Quantity

………..
250ml

File Name of Recording on PC

………..
500ml

………....
750ml +

………………………………....

Please make sure that all details above are completed prior to shipping and that there are always 5
Sheets per Box (1 for each Cylinder).
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EQUIPMENT INTERCONNECT

To ROV Control Panel

Bottle Clamps

End Cap

4CE4CK30 VALVE

Collecting Nozzle

6.0

DATA SHEETS

ROV
Control
Sampling
Cylinder

Collecting Nozzle

